
	  

SHOPKYKO.COM	  WEDDING	  HAIR	  ACCESSORIES	  PACK	  
	  

£100 PACK  
(Includes) 

 
TIARA(T1) (x1) 

Silver-plated vintage Maple leaf crown with diamante detail and a 
scattering of faux pearl  

 
 

HAIR BAND(B4) (x4)  
Comb headband with faux pearl cetntred diamante flowers, silver-plated 

stems and diamated leaves.  A flexible piece that adjusts to fit 
anywhere in or around the hair	  	  

 
 

HAIR COMB(C3) (X3) 



Delicate and exquisitely detailed silver-stemmed wedding hair accessory 
finished with minature diamante inset flowers all set on a silver coloured 

comb 

 
 

HAIR PIN (BHP 9) (x1) 
Hand-finished silver stemmed faux pearl flower set on a matching silver 

pin 

	  
	  

 
£75 PACK 
(Includes) 

 
TIARA(T5) (x1) 

This Roman inspired tiara offers the best in Romanesque artistry and 
Hollywood glamour.  From its hand-painted glossy roses to the gold-
plated leaf detail throughout, this piece is as delicate as it is exquisite   



 
 

HAIR BAND(B6) (x4) 
This Roman-themed headband comes in a gold finish with crystal 

blossoms and flowers and gold-plated vine leaves 

 
 

HAIR COMB(C6) (X4) 
Romanesque matte-gold coloured flower with matte gold leaves, faux 

pearl inset and diamante detail set on a gold-plated comb	  	  

 



 
 

£50 PACK  
(Includes) 

 
HAIR BAND(B3) (x4) 

Simple yet stylish silver-plated leaf and faux pearl ball headband.  
Finished with diamante set flowers this unobtrusive piece packs plenty 

of style in one headband  

 
 

HAIR COMB(C9) (X2) 
Matte faux pearl, crystal and diamante comb with silver-plated stems all 

set on a silver comb – availavle in sizes medium(C9) and large(C5) 

 
 

HAIR PIN(BHP4) (x2) 
Ivory coloured faux pearl ball on a silver pin	  	  



 
 
 

£35 PACK  
(Includes) 

 
TIARA(T3) (x1) 

Modern matte-finished silver plated crown finished topped with a cystal 
and lined with diamante throughout  

 
 
 

HAIR BAND(B2) (x1)  
Silver-plated diamante and crystal detailed comb headband that adjusts 
to fit anywhere in or around the hair. A show-stopping piece on its own 

or finished with a scattering of diamante ball hair pins (BHP7) 
 



 
 

HAIR COMB(C3) (x1) 
Delicate and exquisitely detailed silver-stemmed wedding hair accessory 
finished with minature diamante inset flowers all set on a silver coloured 

comb 

 
 

HAIR PIN(FG2) (x1) 
Hand-finished fabric roses available  in three sizes – small (pictured), 

medium(FG2) and large(FG3)  



 
 

Important	  Information:	  
We	  will	  be	  happy	  to	  substitute	  any	  of	  the	  item(s)	  in	  your	  chosen	  Pack.	  	  Just	  
give	  us	  a	  call	  on	  028	  9002	  5022	  or	  e-‐mail	  us	  at	  info@shopkyko.com	  
	  
*substituted	  item	  must	  be	  of	  a	  similar	  price.	  
	  


